SUBJECT TERMS
An eerie silence settled over the battlefield of the Somme...the ugly yellow cloud around him dissipated slowly as the light breeze swept it inexorably along. Gone were the sounds of battle: the screams of the wounded, the roar of the guns. All that remained was the scalding pain in his lungs and throat. I. Diminish the possibility of resistance.
2. Maximize physical and psychological dislocation.
3. Emphasize/utilize the duality in war.
Cut communications
It will also discuss how coalition strategy followed them precisely. I'll close with a brief description of Liddell Hart's "master strategist" and suggest that General Schwarzkopf be granted the title.
Diminish Resistance
The single defining event that shaped Liddell Hart's strategic thinking was his experience in World War I. ~ The stagnant fronts, trench war of attrition, and unwillingness to adjust to new technologies left him with a total disdain for those who refused to change old methods. 2 They also left him with the conviction that the purpose of strategy was to diminish the possibility of resistance, thereby making the battle easier for the good guys and minimizing friendly casualties. The Gulf War offers two major examples supporting his belief that the best way to diminish resistance is to exploit maneuver and surprise. ~ The allied air campaign is a superb illustration of strategic maneuver.
Essentially a vertical flanking maneuver on a very large scale (3000 sorties a day), its success allowed coalition air forces the freedom to attack and attrit Iraqi forces and resources virtually at will. This gave General Schwarzkopf the ability to "shape the battlefield" for subsequent phases of h~s strategic campaign plan.
The attack around the Iraqi western flank--the now famous "Hail 
